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Picture of vehicle:

Name of vehicle: ZELOS R&D, THOR R&D

Picture of team leader:

Name of team leader: Trattler Andreas
Team Name: ACTIVEROBOTICX
Team E-mail: office@activeroboticx.com
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Logo:  

Website:  https://www.activeroboticx.com

Country:  Deutschland

Institution/Company:  ACTIVEROBOTICX

Address:  Sägewerkstraße 22, 83395 Freilassing

Telephone:  +49 (0)8654 4804387

Fax:  +49 (0)8654 4804388

ACTIVEROBOTICX realizes products and services around professional service robotics. Our team is currently developing various robots for applications on land, air and water. Our robots are used in the following fields: Research & Development, Agriculture, Mining, Surveying, Civil Security, Defense, and more. ACTIVEROBOTICX also develops customer-specific components, such as Sensors, actuators, remote control systems, communication systems, navigation and autonomous solutions for our own as well as other robots.

Team Description:

Sponsors:

Selection of scenario:

☑ radiological and nuclear measuring and mapping

☑ 3D environmental mapping

☑ manipulating hazardous material

Proof of citizenship:  A copy of team leader passport will do (will not be published)
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